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1: Bob Burden | Open Library
Flaming Carrot is 1 of my favorite comics, it's funny, it's actiony, it's very original too, and Flaming Carrot also has the
best comic origin ever! Bob Burden is also a VERY talented writer, it really shows that, espacially the end part, were
Flaming Carrot goes to the temple of buttons, or something like that.

Marvel at the cute and cuddly Baby Werewolf! The villainy of Garbage Mouth! Meet a superhero with
tummy-toes and fanny-feet! See pigmies building a giant ear out of French bread on the edge of town! Update
9 Pledging for multiple items. Also some people thought you could only make one pledge and we wanted to
clear that up once and for all. It is one complete graphic novel story: Flaming Carrot 4- 11, all under one
cover. With the Turtles on jet packs, and Cerebus pole-vaulting into the lead, Flaming Carrot rides a flying
dragon, as Hugo Ball tries to keep up on a Harley. The print will be signed by all three creators, in an edition
that is only as many as are pledged by the end of the campaign, which ends this Saturday night. You can use
them as Holiday Stocking Stuffers, or they could be for wheeler-dealers selling stuff at comic shows, mail
order, book stores, comic shops etc Limited to 20 pledges! Sorry, No digital copies with this offer. Plus an all
new front cover. Only about four or five hundred were made, and most went to people, there at the show. Each
issue was signed and numbered on the back. This was NEVER offered in Diamond or through regular comic
shops, or even on our website for sale, so this is a rare chance to get a very scarce collectible item. Remember,
if you already have a digital version ordered by itself, or with another pledge, we can "gift" the second one to a
person of your choosing. Will Bob Burden arrive in a cocoon at convention? If we break it in time, I will be
able to do it at DragonCon! Sure to be a YouTube sensation. We will send the person of your choice: Also,
feel free to choose any Flaming Carrot character: I took some vintage postcards out of my collection to draw
on for the samples, but plan to have special ones with the Wild Shall Wild Remain cover on the front of the
card and a larger size postcard for bigger art, probably 4" by 6". It will be a signed and numbered and include
a fully detailed head sketch on the tip in plate on the main page. Also the first blue-collar, rust-belt, mill-town
super hero. And the first super hero to take a girl out on a dinner date to a Toyotathon tent-sale with free hot
dogs and root beer. The comic attained a legendary cult status and fans and reviewers usually classed it with
the works of such creative auteurs and outsider artists as David Lynch, Windsor McKay, Alfred Jarry, Frank
Zappa, W. Burroughs, and Evil Knievel. And one month Flaming Carrot even outsold Superman comics. Then
it disappeared as mysteriously as it came The comic has been more or less out of print since the 90s. We had
to scour the back room, the basement and the warehouse to dig these out. We wanted to make the biggest
splash we could here. We wanted to give you the most for your pledge that we could. We wanted to get all
these little jewels out of here and into the hands of someone that would appreciate and treasure them. While
prices of Flaming Carrot items are, depending on condition, all over the board, in top shape or slabbed some
people are asking a lot for them. And remember, these Kickstarter prizes are file copies, out of my archives.
We will have to SCAN all these pages. The pages are huge. Not the 11X17 size of modern comics but the big,
monster size originals of the golden age era. Yes, they were scanned years ago by the previous publisher, but
they lost the scans. Or never bothered to save them. So, creators, always get your scans and keep them backed
up, no matter what your publishers say about doing it for you. I expect to get some old readers, wishing to
have these issues in a digital format, but please, tell your friends. And feel free to get multiple different
pledges, and gift the extra digital copies to someone out there that needs a laugh right now. A lot of comic
readers and even a few innocent civilians have heard about Flaming Carrot Comics over the years, but never
could find, borrow or buy a copy or were never were in the right place at the right time. Now this is crazy. I
kid you not. Flaming Carrot was the antithesis of the standard comic book superhero. Flaming Carrot has no
super powers. He has no secret identity. He is Flaming Carrot all the time. You have to remember, this
creation was a child of the punk rock era. Was it like W. Fields meets the Marx Bros.? Was it like Edgar Allen
Poe on pot instead of absinthe? A one way ticket to Palookaville? OK, I had it. The main thing I want to get
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across to you is - this is weird, off the wall and buck wild, but there is a story. There always is a story. So, for
the new reader, I hope this helps you make a decision. The Flaming Carrot Experience is not for everyone.
The art is probably an acquired taste, in the real early issues. There are some archaic references here and there,
but nothing that should interfere with the enjoyment of reading it, and now, with Google, you can have some
fun researching the occasional 80s or 90s references. While the campaign is going on, of course. Sort of a
glorified autograph really. I will take my time on these Champagne drawings, and there will only be books
made. Questions about this project?
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2: flaming carrot comics | eBay
Flaming Carrot Comics has 68 ratings and 3 reviews. S. said: Welcome to the first volume of the collected Flaming
Carrot comics, Man of Mystery! Mysterie.

Born in Buffalo, NY. University of Georgia , Athens, B. Fortune Favors the Bold! Mysterymen was adapted
for film, Bob Burden is best known for his Flaming Carrot Comics comic-book series, which was published
during the s and set in the Northeast. The character, which has been compared to Krazy Kat, is a human-size
carrot with flames shooting from its top. It debuted in the first issue of Visions in Asked by Roger A. Ash to
describe it during a Westfield Comics interview, Burden remarked that Flaming Carrot "is a second-string,
mill town, blue collar superhero living in Iron City, in the rust belt of the Northeast. He has no super powers
and is stupid. When he gets in a spot, he just shoots his way out in a hail of gunfire. At a glance, Flaming
Carrot looked like a superhero and sounded like one. Flaming Carrot was just about the dumbest idea for a
superhero a person could come up with. But it had a certain ring to it. So I just ran with it. In , he also
illustrated a six-page Robot Crime story for the twentieth anniversary of Heavy Metal magazine. Invincible
Man, a spinoff from Flaming Carrot Comics, was never published. Dark Horse collected, in book form, the
Flaming Carrot Comics issues from to date at about the time Mysterymen was launched. The characters first
appeared in issue sixteen of Flaming Carrot Comics. Burden said that "gritty realism is an element of Flaming
Carrot, a background statement, but â€¦ Mysterymen â€¦ delve[s] into the human condition a lot furtherâ€¦. I
want to keep Flaming Carrot Comics the feel-good, spirit-raising, hangover-curing, leap-before-you-look,
fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants venue that it is. The characters are often interchangeable between stories. Some
stories will be horror, some will be whimsical, some will be character studies, some will be surreal, some will
be bleak. Richard von Busack wrote in Metroactive Books online that the film version presents "an
unpretentious Legion of Superheroes parody. The heroes are, among others, the low-rent vigilante Mr. As they
battle villains in Champion City, they also fight with their own moms and girlfriends. Bob Burden Home
Page, http: Dark Horse Comics Online http: Metroactive Web site, http: Ash, interview with Burden. Cite this
article Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
3: THRILLING VISIONS 2 Sketchbook -Flaming Carrot's early years by Bob Burden â€” Kickstarter
Issue Notes. Cover title "Flaming Carrot Comics Collected Volume #1 Limited Hardback Edition", spine title "Flaming
Carrot, Man of Mystery: Collected Ltd. Ed. Hardcover #1", inside front cover title "Flaming Carrot, Man of Mystery: 10th
Anniversary Limited Edition Hardback Vol 1".

4: Burden, Bob | www.enganchecubano.com
Flaming Carrot Comics Collected AlbumÂ» Flaming Carrot Comics Collected Album #1 - Man of Mystery released by
Dark all fandom's avante garde lunatic fringe had to read was the Flaming Carrot.

5: Flaming Carrot Comics | Awards | LibraryThing
The first in a series of trade paperbacks, this volume reprints the long-unavailable early issues of Bob Burden's absurdist
comic book Flaming Carrot. One of the seminal titles of the underground black-and-white explosion of the s, Flaming
Carrot follows the adventures of its title character, a ludicrously outfitted, conspicuously stupid superhero of sorts.

6: Bob Burden (Author of Flaming Carrot's Greatest Hits)
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Flaming Carrot runs with the skeletons to the land of lost buttons! This volume collects the early first issues of the long
out-of-print, surrealist superhero series that was one of the top selling cult classics of the 's and spawned the movie
Mystery Men.

7: Flaming Carrot Comics: Man of Mystery! by Bob Burden
in Flaming Carrot Comics Collected Volume (Bob Burden Studios, series) #1 - Man of Mystery: 10th Anniversary Limited
Edition Hardback (December ) About the Flaming Carrot (Table of Contents: 3).

8: GCD :: Issue :: Flaming Carrot Comics #1
Find great deals on eBay for flaming carrot comics. Shop with confidence.

9: Bob Burden Comic Books Flaming Carrot Robot Comics Lot | #
flaming carrot comics #26 () dark horse comics teenage mutant ninja turtles see more like this SPONSORED Flaming
Carrot Comics ( series) #25 in NM cond. Aardvark-Vanaheim comics.
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